


ABOUT
TURKISH CARGO

Cargo transpo�ation which sta�ed with mail and 
small impo�ant documents has developed over 
time according to customer needs and with the 
restructuring of Turkish Airlines in 2000,
Turkish Airlines cargo division sta�ed to operate
as a brand of Turkish Cargo.

Developing rapidly over the years, Turkish Cargo, 
which flies to the most destinations in the world 
with more than 340 destinations in 132 countries, 
locates its headqua�ers in Istanbul. Exactly
50 countries are covered when a circle is drawn
with a 4-hour diameter radius from Istanbul,
the bridge of the world. 

Turkish Cargo strives to be among the best in the 
world by constantly raising the bar.
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Medical Supply Shipments 
and Humanitarian Aid
Medicine, Vaccine, Test, Samples, 
Prostheses etc.

Hazardous Materials
All Classes from Class 1 to Class 9
(Aircra� Engines, Automobiles, 
Pe�ume, Radioactive Substances 
etc.)

TK PHARMA

TK CARE

Vulnerable Shipments
Computers and Equipment, 
Telephones, Electronic and Optical 
Instruments, Suspended Transpo�ed 
Textile Products, Fragile Products etc.

Perishable/Temperature 
Sensitive Shipments
Cut Flowers, Food Products, Fresh 
Fruit and Vegetables, Frozen Fish etc.

Valuable Shipments
Gold and Other Precious Stones,                                                           
Jewellery, Banknotes, A�works etc. TK VALUABLE

Live Animal Shipments
Pets, Chicks, Horses, Farm Animals,
Aquarium Fish, Breeder Eggs, Bees 
and Beneficial Insects etc. TK LIVE

TK VULNERABLE

TK FRESH

PRODUCT GROUPS
With its experience and expe�ise in general cargo and special cargo transpo�ation, Turkish Cargo
safely transpo�s many products within the framework of IATA standards.



SPEED & PRIORITY SERVICE OPTIONS 

TK URGENT
For Urgent Shipments (Last Minute Shipments)
Latest acceptance time in the industry, minimum connection and sho�est possible journey time

TK PREMIUM
For High Priority
Late acceptance, sho� connection and early delivery time

TK SMART
For Your Standard Shipments
Optimum service quality offered only for your general cargo shipments without weight and
size limitationsTK SMART

TK PREMIUM

TK URGENT



Turkish Cargo with its sma� facility SMARTIST, which was built on a 
total area of 205,000 m² at the Istanbul Airpo�, has reached an 
annual cargo handling capacity of 2 million tons.

When the second phase of SMARTIST is completed, this capacity 
will increase to 4 million tons on an area of 340,000 m².
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This number
means the weight

of 800,000
elephants.

PHASE 1 PHASE 2



340,000 m² 
of cargo

With its innovative mission, Turkish Cargo continues to 
increase its service quality in a sustainable way by 
developing pioneering projects in the field of
digitalization and innovation.

Turkish Cargo has built SMARTIST, one of the largest hubs 
in the world, and designed it by anticipating the rise in 
demand for air cargo transpo�ation and designing 
processes according to the needs of the market.

Separated operation areas for special cargo and 
products, goods and document acceptance offices and 
equipment have been established, and controllable 
air-conditioned areas specific to the product type have 
been established.

4 million tons
An area of 
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Thanks to the information system developments and 
optimization studies that work integrated with automatic 
systems and enable the optimization of business 
processes at SMARTIST, transactions are carried out
easily and quickly with the least amount of movement
in the warehouse.

Operations in areas dedicated to special cargo (perishable 
products, pharmaceuticals, valuable cargoes, live animal 
shipments, express, e-commerce shipments) at SMARTIST are 
carried out at Turkish Cargo standards. 

SMARTIST SPECIAL CARGO AREAS

3,000 m² temperature controlled (+20°C) perishable cargo area

600 m² temperature controlled (0°C/+4°C) perishable cargo area

1,100 m² temperature controlled (+2°C/+8°C) perishable cargo area

350 m² temperature controlled (+15°C/+25°C) perishable cargo area

150 m² temperature controlled (-15°C/-20°C) perishable cargo area

200 ULD perishable cargo storage capacity

7,000 m² perishable cargo operation and storage area

2,000 m² express cargo operation area

1,000 m² valuable cargo operation and storage area

5,000 m² e-commerce and mail operation area



TURKISH CARGO
AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS

Track the current status of your cargo 24/7 with the 
a�ificial intelligence chatbot Cargy.

Quickly pe�orm many online transactions through 
our TK GO app.

Access information such as online reservations, 
flight schedules, cargo tracking, land transpo�ation 
connections, station information, current news, and 
cha�er requests from our website.

www.turkishcargo.com

TKGO: tkgo.thy.com

Cargy: +90 850 333 0777


